
Phoenix Flames stretched eleven points clear at the top of the Ladies First division with a 6-
0 victory over B & BP. Mandie Breed, Tracey Haylett, Carley Horsler and Vikki Walker made 
up the winning team for Phoenix, with Tracey not dropping a game. Dawn Eagon came 
closest to grabbing a rubber for the home team who remain one of bottom, in fourth spot.  
 
SLH Rayleigh closed the gap on B & BP to just four points by holding Westcliff Seconds to a 
3-3 draw. Ashleigh Smith won a perfect three rubbers for SLH Rayleigh while Vicki Russell, 
Victoria Burley and Sandy Woolacott all won two rubbers each. Westcliff Seconds move into 
second after the result. 
 
In the division below, Fitzwimarc and Phoenix Flames Seconds stay level on points at the 
top after they drew 3-3. Tracey Carey and Vikki Walker both won a brace each for Phoenix 
while Chloe Baker, on her debut, and Liz Cullen also won two rubbers each for the visitors. 
Fitzwimarc are first based on fewer games lost.  
 
Westcliff made it three wins from three in the Mixed Premier with an 8-1 victory over their 
Seconds. Philippa Pearson and Bryn Gillard and Toby Moon and Vicki Russell both won 
three perfect rubbers each with two wins from Adrienne Munro and Lee Scott. Emma Scott 
and Lewis Barr picked up the point for the Seconds who remain in fourth. 
 
Eastwood Seconds kept up their impressive form in the Men’s Second division as they made 
it four wins from four against promotion rivals David Lloyd Southend. John Kindred and 
Adrian Watling won all three rubbers for the home team with a brace from Martin and Tim 
Rainbow for a 5-4 victory. Andrew McMahon and Yu Wang picked up a brace for David 
Lloyd while Rohan Subasinghe and Nishchal Tanna and John Hodges and Jon Beaven both 
won one each. 
 
Finally, Eastwood moved up to second after a 3-3 draw away at bottom side Westcliff. Four 
rubbers went to three games as Lorene Roberts secured a hat-trick for the visitors. Sandy 
Woolacott, Mike Weingarten and Mark King all won two rubbers for Westcliff. 
 


